PROVIDING WOODWARD GOVERNOR
ON EXCHANGE BASIS
Providing governor on Exchange Basis is the service where client’s used governor is
replaced with previously overhauled, second-hand, “good-as-new” governor, identified
by the Part Number, from PBM’S stock.
Providing the governor on Exchange Basis consists of the following steps:
1. Client sends Request for Offer, indicating the exact Part Number of his used governor
2. If required governor is available on PBM’s stock, governor is shortly tested on a Test
Stand, cleaned and visually inspected by the senior engineer and, if all compliant,
marked as approved for shipping.
3. Governor is carefully packed in a wooden case and fastened with screws to the
wooden base inside the case in an upright position. Case is filled with protective
material to prevent any damage or pollution. Packaging costs are included in OH price.
4. Governor is shipped to the designated client’s address, vessel or the agent.
Transportation costs are not included in OH price.
5. Governor is installed on the vessel and commissioned by the crew or by PBM service
engineer. Installation and commissioning of the governor is not included in Exchange
Basis service price but charged as a separate service.
6. Client sends its used (replaced) governor to PBM’s workshop address as instructed by
PBM.
7. When client’s used governor reaches PBM’s workshop, the complete overhauling
process is performed, as described in our FAQ document – Overhauling Governor in
the workshop
8. After completing the overhauling process, “good-as-new” governor is put on PBM’s
stock, ready to be used in next Exchange Basis service
9. Invoicing the client, based on the Final Defect Report

TERMS AND CONDITIONS:

If client’s used governor was not in use (kept as a spare on stock or at the vessel), client must
clearly note this to PBM.
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Client’s used governor should be returned to PBM within 30 days. *
Client’s used governor should be in working condition and complete when sent back to PBM.
All missing parts, defect and worn out will be charged. If the Client’s used governor is found
out to be damaged beyond repair, new governor shall be charged to the Client in accordance
with the manufacturer’s price list. **
Packaging costs are included in EB service price.
Transportation costs are not included in EB service price.
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